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MSP is an innovative company, oriented for research & development in the field of aviation, with 

a particular emphasis on unmanned aerial systems.

 

Over 20 years of experience in uav branch.

 

The company participated in numerous national and international projects as a leader, partner or 

subcontractor for universities, institutes and companies.

 

MSP in its portfolio has a realization of dozens of unmanned aerial platform structures (as single 

prototypes and series production) of the take-off weight from 0.5 up to 150 kg and a lot of 

completed projects for customers in the aerospace, energy and defense industry.

 

The competencies in the design and manufacture of: aircrafts, autonomous control systems, 

stabilized sensors suspension, integration and flight testing.

 

Within RAINBOW project, responsible for the drone use case design, test and verification.

MSP Inntech Ltd
The Future is Unmanned
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Introduction - Use Case Problem Statement

The use-case concerns operations, which are carried out by unmanned aerial 

vehicles (planes or copters) and due to the size of the project require multiple 

flight missions.

Examples of such operations:

Large area project – eg. photogrammetric 

(surveying) projects

Linear project – eg. power lines inspections, 

railroads monitoring, watercourses surveys, etc.



Issues with large-scale missions:

� limited range of radio link, direct 

observation or physical capabilities 

(energy reserve)

� little possibility of coordination of 

flights in the case of a project 

involving multiple drones - better 

coordination is needed

� optimal use of batteries of individual 

drones - the sum of small savings 

translates into a large profit on the 

scale of a large project

Introduction - Use Case Problem Statement



Introduction - Use Case Problem Statement

Issues with large-scale missions:

� overlaps designed with a large margin 

of safety - minimization of overlaps

� carrying out supplementary flights after 

the control of the acquired data 

performed after the project - 

implementation of the current planning 

of supplementary flights

� missions require significant operator 

participation – introducing automation 

of planning procedures, distribution of 

flight plans and control over flights of 

groups of drones



� occurrence of flight disruptions as a result of failsafe 

procedures (e.g. due to temporary link loss) - 

implementation of drone control transfer mechanisms 

between GCSs

� time-consuming relocations of GCS stations, linked 1:1 to 

the drone – unrestricted (in space and time) relocation of 

GCS is needed, where GCS will be quickly registered in the 

local GCS network and will be able to supervise any drone

Introduction - Use Case Problem Statement
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The problems and expectations discussed above directly define the 

technical challenges that increase the efficiency of projects.

They focus on a distributed GCS system, that:

� allows controlling drones in many-to-many relationship,
� enables the coordination of activities between GCS: exchange of 

information and data about controlled drones and the status of the entire 

project
� allows the coordination of routes planning for each of the drones, 

subordinated to the project of the entire mission
� enables ongoing reaction (planning supplementary missions) in the event 

of errors in the data collected during the mission
� allows the continuation of the mission without interruption in case of 

disruptions of - e.g. - the communication link

Introduction - Technical, Legal and Economic Challenges



Other issues affecting the range, efficiency and safety of missions are 

regulated by  the aviation law.

Missions can be conducted in either VLOS or BVLOS mode.

For VLOS operations, greater mission flexibility over time, but constraints on the 

range of direct visual observation.

Visual control by assistants/observers is allowed - this can reduce the number 

of operator personnel per km of linear mission (or per km2 of area project).

With BVLOS operations, there are greater possibilities of conducting flights over 

longer distances, but due to the formal process of airspace reservation and 

flight notification, or local restrictions on the availability of airspace, the 

implementation of the project may be less flexible.

Nevertheless, all the issues and challenges raised are relevant to BVLOS

Introduction - Technical, Legal and Economic Challenges



The implementation of the above-mentioned solutions will also have an 

impact on economic issues.

After implementing solutions:

� It is expected that the duration of the project will be significantly shortened, 

which translates directly into financial aspects

� thanks to the automation of procedures, staff involvement will be limited

� the cost of equipment depreciation per km or km2 of the project will 

decrease

� thus, the cost of insurance will be reduced

Introduction - Technical, Legal and Economic Challenges
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� missions carried out with the use of a group of coordinated drones – edge 

devices
� each of which carries out an independent, assigned part of the operation
� each drone has a task module on board (here: camera)
� on each drone there is a photo quality control module that checks the 

correctness of the acquired data (based on the camera orientation angles, 

copter angular velocities and flight speeds according to GPS and IMU) that, in 

real time, will evaluate the correctness of acquired photos (result: correct photo, 

incorrect photo).



After deployment and launching, the drone automatically connects to the 

nearest GCS and registers itself as an edge device in the system.

It also provides data on the position, speed and altitude of the copter, which 

are transmitted within the telemetry data to the GCS (via a radio link, MAVLink 

protocol) in a continuous mode.



Ground control station (GCS) - a node

� with the communication system with the drone via radio modem and 

MAVLink protocol

� with WiFi based communication with other GCS nodes



The GCS node, in cooperation with other nodes and with the appropriate 

RAINBOW services, performs several functions:
� prepares the master mission plan
� based on the master mission and current data from the implementation of the 

missions of individual drones, as well as on the current results of the photo 

quality control, it plans an individual flight plan for the copter
� uploads flight plan for the drone before its taking-off or transmits modifications 

of the flight plan to the drone being in the air



The GCS node, in cooperation with other nodes and with the appropriate 

RAINBOW services, performs several functions (continued):
� maintains the connection and provides control over more than one drone
� receives telemetry data from the controlled drones
� maintains the exchange of data on the status of the entire mission and its 

implementation, including the status of all logged in drones with all GCS nodes
� is able to transfer control over the drone to another GCS or take the control over
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System Architecture Overview - Mission Guidance

 centralized flight planning

 receives master mission from the operator and divides it into flight plans 
for individual drones

 real-time monitoring of data completeness and reactive actions

 uses Redis to preserve state



System Architecture Overview - Radio Gateway

 routes messages between radio link and MQTT

 alternative to expensive radio mesh

 handover algorithm



System Architecture Overview - GCS Gateway and GUI

 allows to use off-the-shelf GCS GUI with the system

 routes messages between MQTT topics and dedicated TCP links

 GCS GUI: QGroundControl (Open Source)



System Architecture Overview - MQTT Broker

� RabbitMQ (Open Source)

� allows to pass messages between services without paying attention to where 
they are placed

� communication with given drone is always through the same pair of topics, 
regardless which Radio Gateway handles the communication



System Architecture Overview – Supplementary Services

� Consul

� Open Source solution by HashiCorp

� allows MQTT brokers to form a cluster

� Enumerator 

� developed as a part of UC3

� assigans system ID numbers to Radio Gateway instances

� allows to run any number of Radio Gateway instances, without configuring 
them individually



System Architecture Overview
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Benefits of Choosing Rainbow

 The nodes of the system should be deployed quickly (especially while the 
mission is running)

 Deployment time can be reduced by making a system that can automatically 
configure itself

 Rainbow provides self-assembling mesh network layer out of the box



Benefits of Choosing Rainbow

 The system must be secure - hijacked drone can injure people or damage 
critical infrastructure

 Economics of the system requires use of cheap WiFi links

 Rainbow provides strong network traffic encryption and attestation



Benefits of Choosing Rainbow

 While the drones are in the air, the crew must supervise them, leaving no 
time to take care of the system

 Ideally the system should adapt and tune itself automatically

 Rainbow orchestrator through SLOs can make the system adapt to changing 
conditions



Automatic

System Performance Tuning

with SLOs



Automatic System Performance Tuning with SLOs

The system is meant to be quickly deployed, in result:

 all nodes are interchangeable

 nodes can be placed along the power line in any order

 nodes can be switched on and off during the mission

 nodes can be relocated during the mission



Automatic System Performance Tuning with SLOs

 There is one central service, called Mission Guidance, that plans actions for all 

drones and needs to communicate with all of them

 The physical topology of the system is linear, so optimally this service should be 

placed on the central node

 This is to reduce overall system latency and save bandwidth

 As the nodes are being relocated along the power line, the central node 

changes, so the static allocation won’t work

Solution: 

SLO wih migration elasticity strategy

Central node: the one with minimal network latency to other nodes
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Automatic System Performance Tuning with SLOs

 The system requires that each node equipped with radio modem runs exactly one instance 

of Radio Gateway service

 The number of available nodes in the system is not predetermined, therefore deployment 

should automatically adapt to the number of nodes

Solution:

 

placement of the Radio Gateway instances restricted by the labels and anti-affinity

 

custom SLO to calculate the number of available nodes and scale the deployment accordingly

 

alternative: set the number of replicas to the maximum number of nodes
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Automatic System Performance Tuning with SLOs

 During the mission the crew must pay attention to what the drones are doing, so there is no 
time to monitor and tweak the system

 All communication between services within the system goes through MQTT broker. If it 
becomes congested, the whole system will halt

 The deployment should automatically scale the number of MQTT broker instances according 
to the load

Solution: 

 

SLO with horizontal elasticity strategy

 

Action is triggered by the averaged CPU load
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Automatic System Performance Tuning with SLOs

� Rainbow provides three elasticity strategies:

� horizontal – change the number of replicas

� vertical – change resource limits

� migration – move pod to another node

� triggered by expressions based on metric values

� also custom SLOs can be implemented
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Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions – 

Use Cases Scenarios

Use Case:

The drone carries out the mission beyond a standard communication range



Use Case:

Several drones carry out the mission with supplementary flights

Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions – 

Use Cases Scenarios



Use Case:

Performing supplementary flights due to acquiring defective data.

Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions – 

Use Cases Scenarios



Virtual Demonstrator



� SiK telemetry radio modem (transmit power up to 

20dBm/100mW)

� Mikrotik Groove 52Hpn router with omnidirectional 2,4 GHz 

antenna (or Mikrotik RBQRTG-2SHPnD with directional 

panel antenna) for inter-GCS connectivity

� GCS node: Jetson TX2 (with 2-core and 4-core ARM64 
processors and 8 GB RAM)

� Battery pack (for mobile nodes) or power supply (for 
stationary node collocated with master and dashboard 
nodes)

� GUI - a laptop with QGroundControl and command line 
tools

Physical Demonstrator Elements



� Drones – edge devices

MSP’s geoHOVERFLY copter, designed for 

photogrammetric tasks.

� MTOW: 1.7 kg

� mission cruise speed: 10 m/s

� maximum wind condition: 8 m/s

� flight endurance: 25 min

� camera: 5MP FLIR RGB

� automatic take-off and landing

� waypoint navigation

� camera status control

 

 

 

Physical Demonstrator Elements



Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions

KPI key performance indicators were proposed, applied and measured

MSP-KPI-01: time to pass the control over the drone from one GCS to another 

GCS

At the moment that GCS that controls the drone is switched off (for any reason) 

or the drone flies away beyond the radio link range, the control over the drone 

has to be passed to another GCS

(notice: original value not measurable in currently conducted missions – no such 

situation occurs)

Expected value: 4 sec

Achieved value: 3 sec

Comment:

The time to pass the control over the drone from one GCS to another GCS is 

controlled by an algorithm that can be parameterized. Alternatively the failsafe 

procedure can be initiated.



MSP-KPI-02: increase of productive flight distance per drone

The drone does not need to return to the starting point for landing – the control 

over a drone can be handed over to another ground station node and land near it. 

This reduces the length of unproductive parts of the mission.

Expected value: 50%

Achieved value: 100%

Comment:

Transferring control over flying drone from one GCS to the next, while the drone 

flies, allows for continuation of the mission when the radio link between the drone 

and GCS vanishes. In this way, the full capabilities of the drone can be used 

without interruptions due to VLOS range or radio link limitations. The result of the 

demonstrator was achieved by maximizing possibilities given by the drone system 

used tor tests.

Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions



MSP-KPI-03: reduction of data acquisition time per kilometer of power line.

In contrast to single drone operations, a group of coordinated drones is able to 

inspect power lines in a more efficient way, resulting in shorter time needed for the 

inspection of an average 1 km of power line.

Expected value: 50%

Achieved value: 61,2%

Comment:

The improvement of the test value from virtual to physical demonstrator was again 

achieved owing to a better use of the capacities of the drones.

Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions



MSP-KPI-05: efficiency of battery usage for a productive phase of the drone flight

The drone can use the energy in a more efficient way (relation of productive flight 

distance to the entire flight distance), using more of it for flight and decreasing 

safe margin for landing maneuvers.

Expected value: 55%

Achieved value: 167,2%

Comment:

The justification of the results is similar to these from the MSP-KPI-02 case: if 

transferring of the control is available between GCSes then the flight time over 

productive flight distance gains much higher share of the overall mission flight 

time. This translates directly to the battery usage, proportional to both: the time 

and distance of the flight.

Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions



The possibility of testing the RAINBOW system services in practice, which create 

the possibility of optimizing and increasing the efficiency of processes, on the 

example of the use of drones to inspect linear objects, was a very interesting 

experience.

A physical demonstrator (a set of unmanned aerial systems) was prepared, 

integrated with RAINBOW services. Testing under real conditions showed 

significantly better values than these expected. On the other hand, the actual 

mission planning depends a lot on the operator's skills and experience as well as 

on the factors influencing the limits or increasing the possibilities of 

parameterizing the flight routes. Depending on this, the achieved test results may 

have different values.

Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions



Use Case Scenarios, Results and Conclusions

 

We can say with a high probability, that in the case of commercial inspection 

flights on a larger scale, the missions would be designed more conservatively 

(than those implemented in the project, using the maximum capabilities of the 

system), with a greater safety margin (e.g. more energy retained in batteries for 

the events of emergency situations, shorter distances ensuring greater stability of 

radio links in various flight conditions: topography, the vicinity of objects emitting 

electromagnetic waves, etc.).

As a result, the values shown as KPIs would have correspondingly lower values, 

although still much better than in the conditions of conducting the mission without 

the support of the RAINBOW system. 
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